ROLLING KITTY CLUSTERS!

Anything small and full of movement is sure to entice any feline! Make these fun rolling cardboard clusters and you are sure to give any cat a good time. These toys will roll in any surprising direction due to the different shapes in each stack!

Materials

- Cardboard
- Scissors
- Twine
- Hole-punch

Instructions

1. Cut cardboard into small pieces no larger than 2” x 2”
2. Hole punch the center of each piece of cardboard
3. Cut twine into 4” strands
4. Stack 6 to 8 pieces of cardboard. Feed twine through the center of each end.
5. Cut off any extra twine and tie off in a knot!

Pro-Tip: To help your toy roll, start with a few smaller shapes, then add slightly larger ones, then finish your stack with more smaller shapes!